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Inspired by the wonderful images in the CATastrophe game, we were curious how ChatGPT
would fare with solving the hunt. Could the ranking of an AI team in the hunt be the new
Turing Test?

We had already determined that ChatGPT couldn’t solve riddles.

Well, at least not solve them to the satisfaction of any ghosts we may have encountered.

We decided that ChatGPT would probably fare best on the Oxford colleges questions - after
all it has most of the internet at its fingertips and they felt more tractable than giving it the
entire hunt and telling it to solve it. There were still some of the questions we were stuck on
and perhaps we could save ourselves some googling?

Our first attempt led us to discovering two Oxford colleges that escaped our attention.



We were unable to find the foundation dates of these colleges, their college scarves or
where to put them on the battleships grid alas. We are glad that they have friendly and
welcoming atmospheres though.

We also discovered a couple of interesting Oxford legends:



We feel like Merton missed a trick not creating a ceremony related to this hob.

For another question, we had already guessed that Clive and Paddy referred to C.S.Lewis
and Paddy Moore, so we wondered if this might be up ChatGPT’s street.



We thought it would be good to verify this.



After some more digging, human-style, we weren’t convinced that ChatGPT had the right
answer:

I failed to record my subsequent argument with ChatGPT about this, but it eventually
stormed off in a huff.



When we had made up again, we thought we’d better check up on the Godstow Witch
legend::

What is the true legend of the Godstow Witch? We may never know.

We made some more attempts, but came to the conclusion that ChatGPT just didn’t get the
hang of the whole treasure hunt idea:



One final last ditch attempt:

And there ends up our attempts to get help solving the ATH, with an AI that couldn’t even
read the history section of the hunt website.



You will be reassured to know that we got absolutely no extra points from our attempts to
use ChatGPT. But if our team sets the hunt again one day, watch out for us hiding the
treasure in one of the small and no doubt charming Oxford colleges, Alice and Maud.


